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Abstract. Unified modelling language (UML) is often used in practice for modelling business system (BS) by various aspects. UML model of business system consists of different aspect models and their usage for information system (IS) design is related with inconsistency problem. It arises because ambiguous or even contradictory information are provided in different aspect models. The paper presents approach in ensuring UML model consistency. Several examples of consistency rules are included to the paper to illustrate how approach is working. Developed prototype of suggested approach is applied in a domain of enterprise manufacturing windows and doors. Obtained results are discussed.
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1. Introduction

UML is dominant modelling language for specifying, designing and documenting artefacts of business system (Chen and Motet 2009). Complete conceptual model includes a series of different aspect models for example, static structure model, states machines and etc. (Gudas 2009). The developed multiple view (aspect models) of IS can contain inconsistent or even contradictory specifications. Consistency means that the structures, features and elements
that appear in one model are compatible and in alignment with the content of other models (Rozanski and Woods 2005). The consistency problem is widely discussed in the publications of recent years. It shows the importance of the question of ensuring consistency of IS model in design phase. Model consistency issue is particularly important within the scope of model-driven engineering (MDE) (Lucas et al. 2009). MDE puts models into the centre of the IS development process as the source of transformation to platform-specific models, which are used for code generation (Mokhati et al. 2007). Unambiguous models are necessary for the successful accomplishment of the tasks of model transformation and finally for code generation (Berkenkötter 2008). Correct working of software systems is very important for enterprises, because programs help to manage business systems, e.g. indicating problematic transport zones (Jakimavičius and Burinskienė 2009), monitoring sewage and analysis of water recourses (Dzemydienė and Dzindzalieta 2010; Kalibatienė and Vasilecas 2010) and etc.

The objective of this paper is to improve the consistency of IS models, expressed in UML. The main task is to extend the existing approaches of ensuring UML models consistency. Several consistency rules of UML model are presented. In the paper the tool supporting the proposed approach is introduced and the process of automated UML model checking is demonstrated.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 1 introduces the issue to be analysed. Section 2 briefly presents consistency types and approaches for ensuring UML model consistency. Section 3 introduces the suggested approach of ensuring UML model consistency based on set of rules and its implementation in NoMagic MagicDraw UML tool. Section 4 presents the experiment performed to evaluate the suggested approach. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Consistency concept, its types and approaches of checking UML model consistency are presented in the section.

2.1. Consistency

Several definitions of model consistency appear in existing literature. In general consistency means that the structures, features and elements that appear in one model are compatible with the content of other models (Rozanski and Woods 2005).

Consistency can be classified to vertical (inter-model), horizontal (intra-model), evolution, semantic or syntactic consistency.

Vertical or inter-model consistency is checked at different levels of abstraction between different aspect models (Lucas et al. 2009; Usman et al. 2008). Horizontal or intra-model consistency can be defined as matching ratio between models at the same level of abstraction (ISO/IEC 1997). Evolution consistency is validated between different versions of the same aspect model (Van Der Straeten et al. 2003).

All mentioned types of consistency can express syntactic or semantic conformance of different aspect models. Syntactic consistency expresses matching of model to the specifications
of metamodel. Semantic consistency requires that model would be compatible to semantic meanings defined by metamodel (Lucas et al. 2009; Usman et al. 2008).

In this paper, we are concentrated on improving models syntactic horizontal consistency. The examples of horizontal consistency requirements are:

– **Inv1**: Call message of sequence model should have operation assigned. It means the operation of object called in sequence model should appear in class model.

– **Inv2**: Private operation of class model can not be called from foreign classifier in sequence model. **Inv2** extends requirement **Inv1**. It requires that called operation in sequence model, that appear in class model would not be private. Because operation of private visibility is visible only to owner of this operation and foreign classes can not see and call it.

In the following section we discuss several issues that are also important for the area of consistency: the way how various consistency requirements can be expressed, the way how IS model is checked and etc.

### 2.2. Approaches in Ensuring UML Model Consistency

In this section approaches of ensuring UML model consistency are presented. UML was chosen because it is likely the most popular modelling language (Silingas and Butleris 2009) and there are many modelling tools supporting UML (Shen, Compton, Huggins 2002). The second reason UML was chosen it was developed by OMG (Object Management Group), which also introduce MDA (Model Driven Architecture). Consistency of UML model is especially important in MDA, for automatic transformation initial model to specific model and finally code generation tasks.

Approaches of checking UML model consistency are compared according to the following parameters:

– **Paradigm of ensuring consistency** of UML model shows general approach used for ensuring consistency;

– **Technique**, language or approaches used in the analyzed paper to ensure consistency;

– **Scope of constrained model elements** shows if constraint is defined for

  • one aspect model,

  • relationship of different aspect models. Constraint on relationship requires that element of one aspect model would be in another aspect model too;

– **Abstraction level used for ensuring consistency** defines if consistency is ensured

  • at metamodel level of UML,

  • at formal language level (consistency conflicts are detected by inference mechanism of formal language).

– **CASE tool** used for the implementation and testing of suggested approach.

The comparison of analyzed approaches on defined parameters is provided in the Table 1.

The analyzed approaches of checking UML model consistency can be divided to two groups. First group of approaches based on constraints. Constraints are defined for UML metamodel and UML models are checked according to these constraints. The authors of papers (Chen
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Paradigm of consistency ensuring</th>
<th>Author Year [reference]</th>
<th>Technique of ensuring consistency</th>
<th>Scope of constrained model elements</th>
<th>Abstraction level used for ensuring consistency</th>
<th>CASE tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Use of constraints</td>
<td>Chen and Motet 2009</td>
<td>Controlling grammar in XMI format</td>
<td>one aspect model</td>
<td>Metamodel of UML</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Berkenkötter 2008</td>
<td>OCL</td>
<td>one aspect model</td>
<td>Metamodel of UML</td>
<td>USE tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chiorean et al. 2004</td>
<td>OCL</td>
<td>one aspect model</td>
<td>Metamodel of UML</td>
<td>OCLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Egyed 2007</td>
<td>Consistency rules hard coded to UML Analyzer tool</td>
<td>relationship of different aspect models</td>
<td>Metamodel of UML</td>
<td>Rational Rose with integrated UML Analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pakalnickiene and Nemuraite 2007</td>
<td>OCL</td>
<td>one aspect model</td>
<td>Metamodel of UML</td>
<td>MagicDraw UML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Use of inference mechanism of formal language</td>
<td>Mokhati et al. 2007</td>
<td>Rewriting logic (Maude)</td>
<td>relationship different aspect models</td>
<td>Formal language</td>
<td>Maude, modelCheck function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Van Der Straeten et al. 2003</td>
<td>Description logic</td>
<td>relationship different aspect models</td>
<td>Formal language</td>
<td>Loom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Simmonds and Bastarrica 2005</td>
<td>Description logic</td>
<td>relationship different aspect models</td>
<td>Formal language</td>
<td>Poseidom for UML, MCC plug-in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and Motet 2009; Berkenkötter 2008; Shen et al. 2002; Egyed 2007) suggest defining constraints for every different aspect model. But constraints among different models are not defined. The Egyed approach (Egyed 2007) uses constraints on relationships of different aspect models. But the defined consistency rules are hard coded to UML Analyzer tool and can not be analyzed. The second group of approaches is based on formal models (Mokhati et al. 2007; Van Der Sraeten et al. 2003; Pakalnickiene and Nemuraite 2007). Authors of these approaches propose transformation of semi-formal UML models to formal models. In this case it is suggested to detect consistency conflicts using inference mechanism of formal language. Despite of formal models are more precise, but they are less understandable in comparison with semi-formal languages, which can be presented using diagrams (Vavpotič and Bajec 2009).

The analysis of related work shows that the approaches solve inconsistency of models problem in some extent. Formal models are often too difficult to understand to be used in practice. Semi-formal UML models are widely used, but their constraints are proposed only for one model, relationships among models are not defined. The Egyed approach (Egyed 2007) includes constraints on relationships of different aspect models, but the defined consistency rules are hard coded to CASE tool and are not expressed in formal language, which would be independent from platform specific features. Despite of many results that have been achieved in the field of ensuring models consistency is still open and relevant.

The authors of this paper suggest extending the approach based on constraints of UML metamodel by adding consistency rules among different aspect models. Consistency rule means constraint on relationship of different aspect models. It is suggested consistency rules to express in OCL in order the approach would be more general and more applicable in various tools.

The following section presents the suggested approach in detail.

3. The Approach in Ensuring UML Model Consistency Based On the Rules

The following sections describe the suggested general framework of IS model, approach of ensuring UML model consistency, explain several proposed consistency rules in detail and presents the implementation of the approach.

3.1. The Suggested General Framework of IS Model

A review of existing literature indicates a wide variety of consistency definitions. Sometimes consistency term is used for expressing conformance of diagrams, sometimes of models. In this section the authors of paper suggest general framework of IS model. The main purpose of this suggestion is contributing more clearness to concept of consistent model, emphasising IS model relationships with consistency, aspect models and diagrams concepts.

Fig. 1 shows the place of horizontal, evolution and vertical consistency in IS model graphically. Remark that all horizontal relationships of models are not displayed for reasons of clarity.

IS model consists of several different aspect models. Developing models of higher level is based on lower level models. The authors of (Bajec et al. 2003; Bajec and Krisper 2005)
propose method how to keep motivation aspect model (business rules) at the business level inline with the rules that are implemented at the system level.

Every aspect model can be visualised by several different diagrams. Every diagram is based on model. It means if model is consistent, diagram also is consistent. Therefore the main issue is to ensure consistency of IS model.

The presented general framework of IS model enables clear conception of horizontal, vertical and evolution consistency of IS model and diagrams.

3.2. The Suggested Approach of Ensuring UML Model Consistency

In this section we present our approach of ensuring UML model consistency. The some details of approach are presented in Table 2.

**Table 2.** Consistency ensuring of UML model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paradigm of consistency ensuring</th>
<th>Use of constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technique of consistency ensuring</td>
<td>OCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction level used for ensuring consistency</td>
<td>Metamodel of UML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope of constrained model elements</td>
<td>Relationships of different aspect models and different aspect models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE tool (used and extended)</td>
<td>MagicDraw UML</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is necessary to mention that constraints are also defined in specification of UML metamodel (OMG 2007), but they constrains only separate aspect model. In our suggested approach constraints are on relationships of different aspect models and separate aspect models too.

The reasons why we suggested:

- to check consistency of UML model,
- to define constraints on relationships at metamodel level,
- to express consistency rules in OCL are explained bellow.

We proposed checking consistency of IS model, which consists of several different aspect models, presented in semi-formal language, in this case in UML:

- Do not perform additional UML model transformation to formal model task. The formal model allows detecting inconsistencies, by inferences mechanisms of formal language, but transformation task requires additional time,
- Besides UML is more understandable and more usable in practice than formal modelling languages.

It is also suggested defining constraints on relationships of different aspect model at metamodel level (Vasilecas and Dubauskaite 2009). Sometimes constraints are called consistency rules. The ensuring consistency in higher level makes the consistency rules more usable, because meta-level constraints are independent from specific implementation platform (Bajec and Vavpotič 2008). It is necessary to stress that at metamodel level we suggest defining only general constraints on different aspect models and their relationships, while domain specific consistency rules are defined for every model of specific IS. More information about domain specific rules are presented the papers (Vasilecas and Lebedys 2007; Nemuraite et al. 2008; Smaizys and Vasilecas 2009). The authors of (Vasilecas and Lebedys 2007) research derivation of domain rules from IS models, and usage them for data validation. While the paper (Nemuraite et al. 2008) presents method for checking aspect model based on rules.

We suggested to express consistency rules of UML model in OCL. The main reasons for choosing this language are:

- OCL is part of UML. According to OMG OCL specification Object Constraint Language is used to describe expressions on UML models (OMG 2006),
- OCL is formal language. It means the constraints can be interpreted unambiguously.

The structure, relationships of elements of proposed approach is shown in Fig. 2 using UML class diagram.

Consistency of IS model, expressed in UML, is checked according to defined consistency rules. Consistency rules describe conditions that all UML models must satisfy them to be considered valid (Egyed 2007). Consistency rules, expressed in OCL, constrain every aspect model, and relationships of different aspect model. Aspect model is part of IS model. Consistency rules are defined for UML metamodel. IS model also conforms to UML metamodel. Diagrams, that visualizes all or part of IS model, are based on UML metamodel too. Diagrams are included to our suggested approach of IS consistency, because developer often models information system using diagrams, but in order diagrams would present unambiguous aspects of IS system, first of IS model should be consistent.
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Fig. 2. Approach in ensuring consistency based on rules
The process of checking IS model consistency is presented by authors of this paper (Dubauskaite and Vasilecas 2009b). The main activities are checking model according consistency rules and appending list of violations of consistency. The removing of detected consistency conflicts can allow to improve consistency of UML model.

Detecting consistency conflicts in design phase can help to minimize the cost of correction of inconsistencies during the development process compared with cost of correction of conflicts detected in late phases of IS development.

The novelty of the work lies in the fact we suggest new method for ensuring consistency of information system model:

- we proposed to check consistency of original semi-formal UML model,
- the approach includes both constraints (consistency rules) on relationships of different aspect model and constraint on different aspect models,
- these consistency rules are expressed explicitly in OCL,
- consistency rules are defined for UML metamodel.

### 3.3. Consistency Rules of UML Model

In this section we provide three examples consistency rules that illustrate the usage of the suggested method. According to our suggested the method of ensuing consistency of IS model consistency rules have to be defined for every aspect model and for relationships of different aspect models.

Examples of suggested consistency rules for relationships of different aspect model elements are presented in the Table 3. Consistency rule for relationship of different aspect model defines coherence of elements from different aspect models. The main aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Associated elements by consistency rule</th>
<th>Consistency rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>Operation</em> of class of static structure model. Static structure model can be visualized by class diagram</td>
<td>Protocol transition of protocol state model has to be defined by operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>Class</em> of static structure model</td>
<td>Protocol transition of protocol state model has to be defined by operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>Class</em> of static structure model</td>
<td>Context of protocol states has to be defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><em>Lifeline</em> of sequence model, which can be represented graphically by sequence diagram</td>
<td>The type of lifeline should be specified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Examples of suggested consistency rules
of information system are static and behaviour aspect. Therefore consistency rules are provided for relationships of static and behaviour models. According to suggested approach consistency rules are defined for metamodel of UML. The related elements of static structure model and behaviour structure models are defined in 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} column of Table 3. The 1\textsuperscript{st} column of Table 3 shows identification number of consistency rule, which is defined in column 4.

**Consistency rule ID1** requires defining transition of states by specifying operation, which execution causes the changes of state.

The Fig. 3 bellow shows elements of UML metamodel for IS Class and Protocol State Machines models that are associated by consistency rule ID 1. Dashed lines with arrows present relationships of UML metamodel and IS model. Elements of different aspect models associated by consistency rule 1 are showed using dashed line without arrows. According to UML metamodel, which part is in Fig. 3 operation is not mandatory for protocol transition. But in practical situations it is need to know what operation execution causes the transition of states.

After analysis of UML metamodel specification and specific information system models we come to a conclusion, that it is necessary to define operation, which determine movement of object from one state to another state. Operation is defined in class model. Therefore consistency rule ID1 associates two different aspect models: class and state models.

![Fig. 3. Fragments of UML metamodel for IS static structure (class) and behaviour (Protocol State Machine) models](image-url)
Consistency rule ID2 constrains a protocol state machine. This model presents the possible and permitted transitions on the instances of its context classifier, together with the operations that carry the transitions (OMG 2007). In this manner context – class, which operations can be called and their execution determines changes of states of object have to be defined. The source of this constraint is UML superstructure specification provided by OMG (OMG 2007).

The Fig. 4 shows elements of UML metamodel and IS model, associated by consistency rule ID 2.

According to consistency rule ID3 the type of lifeline should be defined.

Type of lifeline shows associated class. When matching class in known then can be checked:

– If message of lifeline has associated operation of class (Inv1),
– If called message has public visibility (only public operations can be called by other objects) (Inv2) and etc.

We derived consistency rule ID3 concluding results of analysis of UML metamodel specification and MagicDraw UML tool. The constraints enumerated above this paragraph (Inv1 and Inv2) are implemented in MagicDraw UML tool. They illustrate the necessity of our suggested consistency rule ID3. According to UML metamodel (Fig. 5) lifeline can be associated or not associated with a class (class is type of object). Therefore violation of consistency rule ID3 should be warning, but not error.

More details about our suggested approach and consistency rules are provided in (VeTIS 2009).

The software prototype, which implements our proposed approach and includes consistency rules, is presented in next section.

Fig. 4. Fragments of UML metamodel for IS behaviour (Protocol State Machine, State Machine) and static structure (class) models
3.4. The Implementation of Suggested Approach

There are commercial and non-commercial tools supporting checking of IS models. The known possibilities to check UML model consistency using MagicDraw UML and other CASE tools was presented in our paper (Dubauskaite and Vasilecas 2009a). The functionality of analysed tools is limited to validate only one aspect model and they usually do not allow ensuring consistency among several different aspect models. Therefore MagicDraw UML tool was extended with UML consistency constraints module, which contains consistency rules of different aspect models. MagicDraw UML is extensible tool, it can incorporate new consistency rules not only as module but also as plug-in.

Fig. 6 provides the specification of consistency rule ID1.

Consistency rule is expressed in OCL 2.0 (Specification part of Fig. 6), defined for element ProtocolTransition of UML metamodel (Constraint element part of Fig. 4). Implemented consistency rule ID1 relates state machine (more exactly transition of states) and class models (operation of class).

All implemented consistency rules are presented in documentation of project of business rules solutions for IS development (VeTIS 2009).
The tool do not automatically resolves consistency conflicts, because it does not know whether an inconsistency is tolerable or what choice of fixing inconsistencies is the best. However a tool can be assistant that help to find violations of consistency.

The usage of implemented prototype of consistency module of MagicDraw UML tool is presented in next section.

4. Experiment

A simple experiment is presented in this section to illustrate usage of suggested approach and demonstrate the functionality of created software prototype.

First activity of UML model consistency checking process is developing of the method with consistency rules and implementation it in a CASE tool (Dubauskaite and Vasilecas 2009b). Our suggested constraints, presented in section 3.3 are implemented as module of MagicDraw UML tool.

The prototype of UML consistency constraints module can be reused in test or real project by importing the developed consistency module to standard MagicDraw UML tool (Fig. 7).

Second step of ensuring consistency of UML model is validating developed concrete IS model according to every consistency rule. If consistency rule is detected list of consistency violations is appended with message of error or warning. Left column of Fig. 8 provides UML model, developed using MagicDraw UML 15.5 tool.

The UML test model consists of static structure model and behaviour model. Behaviour model is visualized by protocol states diagram. The diagram represents possible states of a class Door. Door is a part of lift business system. Accurate modelling of business system is necessary in order software, which is developed or generated automatically according

![Fig. 6. Implementation of consistency rule](image-url)
to model, manages business system correctly. The process of checking of business model, expressed using UML, is executed automatically (activated by command validate model). The detected consistency conflicts are shown in bottom of right column in validation results section of Fig. 8.

The last step of ensuring consistency of UML model is modifying of IS model according to detected consistency conflicts.

If method close of class Door is added to transition of door protocol states model then consistency of lift system model would be improved.

The experiment shows that the suggested approach is able to detect inconsistencies automatically in such way makes easier work of designer. Beside detected and fixed consistency conflicts in earlier phases of IS life cycle allows to reduce cost of IS development.
5. Conclusions and Future Work

The analysis of related work showed that the majority of the existing approaches use constraints for one aspect model. Second biggest group of approaches suggest the using of the formal languages, nonetheless the fact that formal techniques are not yet very popular in the industrial software development community. Formal models are often not enough understandable for software engineers. Semi-formal UML models are widely used, but their constraints usually are for only one model, integrity requirements and constraint for relationships of different aspect models usually are not defined. The approach proposed by Egyed (Egyed 2007) uses some constraints on relationships of different aspect models. But the defined consistency rules are hard coded to the CASE tool UML Analyser and are not formally expressed using language, which would be platform independent.

Despite of many results that have been achieved by different groups of researchers in the field, the issue of ensuring models consistency is still open and relevant.

Based on the researched performer we suggest approach of ensuring UML model consistency, which consist of four elements: (1) checking consistency of original semi-formal UML model, (2) includes constraints on relationships of different aspect models, (3) these consistency rules are expressed explicitly in OCL and (4) defined on metamodel of UML. Checking consistency of original UML model allows not performing additional task of UML model transformation to formal model, in such a way time for detecting consistency conflicts is shortened. UML is more understandable for IS engineers and more usable in practice than formal modelling languages. The suggested approach allows detecting consistency conflicts of different aspect models according to predefined constraints on relationships. Consistency rules expressed in OCL and defined on metamodel are unambiguous, more general and more applicable in various tools.

Our proposed approach was tested using some different consistency rules of static structure and behaviour aspect models and implementing them in consistency control module which was developed for MagicDraw UML tool (No Magic 2010). The experiment showed that usage of the suggested approach allows detecting inconsistencies of different aspects models.

The following step of research is expanding the approach by extending the set of the consistency rules. Next, we intend to create a method for fixing detected inconsistencies of UML model.
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